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Management of Hydrologically Connected Surface Water and Groundwater in Nebraska

On April 13, 2004 the Nebraska Legislature adopted LB962, one of the most far-reaching water laws in the state’s history. Governor Johanns signed LB962 into law on April 15, 2004. LB962 is based upon the December 2003 recommendations of the Nebraska Water Policy Task Force, and builds upon 1996 integrated water management legislation (LB108). This newsletter traces the development of integrated water management policies in Nebraska and how they are affected by LB962.

Our journey begins in 1986 with publication of the Nebraska Natural Resources Commission (NRC) policy issue study on conflicts between surface water users and groundwater users. While the report did not lead to legislation, it provided much of the technical background that was crucial to enacting LB108 in 1996 and LB962 in 2004. In 1989 Nebraska began participating in the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission’s hydropower relicensing of Kingsley Dam (Lake McConaughy). Platte River endangered species concerns would lead to the 1997 three-state Platte River Cooperative Agreement. In 1993, LB301 authorized Nebraska municipalities to acquire surface water appropriations for wellfields that induced recharge from the river. While LB301 did not deal with the integrated management of hydrologically connected surface water and groundwater supplies, it was the first major legislative exploration of surface-groundwater interrelationships.

In 1994 the Special Master in the lawsuit between Kansas and Colorado over the Arkansas River Compact ruled that junior Colorado wells were withdrawing tributary groundwater and violated the compact. This ruling was affirmed by the U.S. Supreme Court in 1995, foreshadowing a similar 2002 ruling when Kansas sued Nebraska alleging similar violations of the Republican River Compact.

In 1996 LB108 was enacted in response to integrated management issues related to Kansas’s threatened lawsuit regarding possible Republican River Compact violations, and concerns regarding Platte River endangered species. LB108 authorized natural resource districts (NRDs) and the former Nebraska Department of Water Resources or DWR (now the Nebraska Department of Natural Resources or DNR) to regulate users of surface water (DWR/DNR) and hydrologically connected groundwater (NRDs). LB108 authorized NRDs to establish
By January 1, 2006 and will be updated yearly. The first DNR report will be completed to account the expected long-term availability of hydrologically-connected groundwater. The agreement includes a “no new depletions” provision prohibiting new water uses (including new wells pumping hydrologically-connected groundwater) that deplete Platte streamflow when the water is needed for endangered species. In 1997 Nebraska begins a process to identify Platte Valley wells pumping hydrologically-connected groundwater.

In May 1998 Kansas sues Nebraska for alleged violations of the Republican River Compact. In 2002 the Special Master and Supreme Court would both rule that Republican Valley irrigation wells in Nebraska pumping hydrologically connected groundwater are subject to the compact. The lawsuit was settled in December 2003.

In 2001 the Spear T Ranch begins legal proceedings against the DNR and ultimately against private groundwater irrigators alleging that irrigation wells had dried up Pumpkin Creek and the ranch’s surface water appropriations. The Supreme Court heard the Spear T’s appeal this spring, and a ruling regarding whether the case can go to trial is expected this fall.

In 2002 the Water Policy Task Force was established to review LB108, to consider water law changes enabling Nebraska to meet its Platte River cooperative agreement obligations and also to consider implications of the Spear T litigation. The task force’s December 2003 recommendations become LB962, which was adopted in April 2004.

On July 16, 2004 (the date LB962 takes effect) all or parts of nine NRDs will be considered “fully appropriated” under LB962: Upper Niobrara-White (Chadron), North Platte (Gering), South Platte (Sidney), Twin Platte (North Platte), Central Platte (Grand Island), Upper Republican (Imperial), Middle Republican (Curtis), Lower Republican (Alma) and Tri- Basin (Holdrege). Those NRDs or portions thereof are considered “fully appropriated” because they had already initiated the LB108 integrated water management process. In addition, LB962 enables the DNR to bring areas into the integrated water management process by designating them as “fully appropriated” or “over-appropriated.” By September 15, 2004 the DNR will designate river basins that are currently considered to be “over-appropriated.” The DNR indicates that only the Platte River above Elm Creek is likely to be so designated. Finally, LB962 requires the DNR to annually survey all remaining river basins and sub-basins to make a preliminary determination of whether they are “fully appropriated.” In making these determinations the DNR will take into account the expected long-term availability of hydrologically-connected groundwater. The first DNR report will be completed by January 1, 2006 and will be updated yearly.

DNR basin designations as “fully appropriated” or “over-appropriated” triggers immediate bans of new wells or surface water rights, as well as the integrated water management process. Upon designation, the DNR and affected NRDs have 3-5 years to develop an integrated management plan (IMP). IMPs will identify any long-term water supply deficit, and will use incentives and regulations to close the water supply gap. IMPs will be in 10-year increments, with IMP revisions occurring each ten years until the long-term water supply deficit has been ended. IMPs may rely on a number of voluntary measures as well as the surface water and groundwater regulatory controls authorized by the integrated water management statutes. Among the authorized groundwater controls are groundwater allocations (i.e. withdrawal limits), pumping rotation, reducing irrigated acres and incentive programs (e.g. paying farmers not to irrigate). LB962 also authorizes water marketing, the buying and selling of surface water rights. LB962 appropriates $2.5 million to the DNR for 2004-05 program implementation.

LB962 is a major Nebraska water policy milestone. The new authorities allowing the DNR to bring areas into the integrated water management program, the ability to purchase water rights and pay farmers to not irrigate, and the significant program funding will result in important water management changes in the Platte and Republican River Basins. More information is available from the DNR at www.dnr.state.ne.us.
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